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Quick facts:

Potential population impact: 240,000 people

Number of languages served: 10

Geographic area: Ndop Plain in northwest  

Cameroon, Africa

Timeline: 2011-2026

Snapshot:

As work in these Ndop languages moves forward,  

mother-tongue speakers are freed to understand Scripture 

and pursue educational goals. They take pride in their  

mother tongue and share the gospel with their neighbours.

The Ndop Cluster includes Bible translation and related 

language work in nine related languages. Among these, one 

New Testament is scheduled for publication in 2018 and a 

second one in 2019. Scripture use and literacy are the focus 

in the 10th language, which already has a published New 

Testament.

Your support comes at a critical time. Building upon the 

work already accomplished, Cameroonians stand poised to 

overcome a bottleneck, and increase translation and literacy 

work among their people.

The Challenges:

Political instability: Conflicts surrounding ethnic groups and  

Cameroon’s anglophone minority create difficult, sometimes  

impossible, work conditions. Missionaries have had to flee  

due to violence. 

The Scriptures are often seen as foreign. Traditional religious  

beliefs and practices grip the region and the church is feeble in 

many areas. Outright opposition to Christianity is common.

Poverty and illiteracy are the norm. This limits educational  

opportunities. Women, in particular, tend to remain illiterate  

after primary school.

Lack of trained mother-tongue speakers: In the past, translators 

have waited up to 40 months to have their work checked. With few 

trained, translation is, at best, delayed. At worst, translators have 

to redo their work once it has been checked. There are simply not 

enough translation consultants. The solution is to equip local people.

Language development obstacles: Most of the Ndop Cluster 

 languages have had written alphabets for less than 10 years. It  

takes time and usage for a language’s alphabet to mature. This  

complicates the translator’s task. Qualified staff are essential.

Focus:

  Bible translation

  Scripture engagement

  Literacy and linguistics

Goals:

  Scripture translation

  Scripture engagement and 

literacy in the Ndop languages
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The Plan:

  Translate the New Testament into nine languages using 

mother-tongue translators

  Share about Jesus’ love through film and media

  Teach literacy: In each language, multilingual education 

teaching materials are being produced, teachers are being 

trained, and villages’ literacy programs are being developed.

  Work on language development: Capture the grammar  

and structure of each language. A dictionary in each  

language serves as a final and important product. Having  

a dictionary is proof of the language’s status and increases  

the community’s pride in their mother tongue.

ndop.wycliffe.ca

The Impact:

God is opening doors. For example, when the Bambalang  

translation team wanted to show a gospel film in the village,  

they set up their projector in a church member’s shop, which  

was next door to a noisy bar. The bar suddenly lost power for  

two days.

“I was so glad that electricity was not available,” says Emmanuel. 

“Many people recommited their lives to the Lord and eight others 

made the decision to follow Christ.”

The day following the film’s showings, the bar’s electrical power was 

restored. “This is surely the handiwork of the mighty God we serve,” 

says Emmanuel.

Mother-tongue translators are receiving training. Some  

translators have gone to university and begun training to  

become translation consultants—a prestigious and vital role in 

Bible translation. Their partial training has relieved some of the 

bottlenecks that brought projects to a standstill. Consultants  

need to complete their training, and more consultants are needed.

The Ndop Cluster service team is made up entirely of mother-

tongue translators who have received training. They will spearhead 

the completion of the New Testament, the translation of the Old 

Testament, and expand this initiative to include more languages in 

the future. 

Leaders are encouraged and equipped:  “I have the inspiration 

to stand in front of my congregation and preach to them without 

fear… Bible translation has inspired me very much,” says Ma  

Veronica, pastor and mother-tongue translator.

Children and adults are learning to read and write in their 

language. Students who attend mother-tongue literacy classes 

are excelling beyond those who attend classes taught in English. 

Church-based literacy and Sunday school materials are a direct 

complement to the translation work, enabling people to read the 

Word of God for themselves.

…so is my word that goes out from my mouth: It will 

not return to me empty, but will accomplish what I 

desire and achieve the purpose for which I sent it. 

Isaiah 55:11 (NIV)
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Your prayer and financial support will 

help end Bible poverty in Cameroon.


